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INTRODUCTION

Written by Nadja Frercksen

The year of 2018 brought exciting developments to
PROJECT-E and our Hospitality Institute in Addis
Ababa. We continuously work towards improving
the education and general empowerment of young
women in Ethiopia. In addition to our two years with
each twenty students who we educate in the accredited Hotel Operations training, we welcomed 30 additional short-term students for the first time since
the institute’s foundation. The young women from the
Short-term Training receive a four-month-long training in Housekeeping which allows them to quickly enter the Ethiopian labour market.
Another milestone of 2018 was the move of our institute from the area of Ayat at the outskirts of Addis to
a new compound in the city centre. The new location
provides better access to our students, staff, partner
organisations and guests and it is also a lot closer to
the hotels in which our students conduct their regular
internships.
We have further secured our next years of project
work and expansion as we received a renewed project
license for three years. This achievement also con-

firms the official support of the Ethiopian authorities
which is of great value to us.
All these milestones and developments would not
have been realised without your support. On behalf
of the PROJECT-E Teams in Ethiopia and Europe, we
take this opportunity to sincerely thank you for this!
You will find detailed reporting on PROJECT-E’s activities in Ethiopia and Europe in this Annual Report
of 2018. We hope you enjoy reading it!
Your Management Board
Nadja Frercksen
Management Board
Moritz Kolbe
Management Board
Lorenza Arnaboldi
Junior Management Board
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ACTIVITIES IN ETHIOPIA

RENEWED PROJECT
LICENSE

Written by Sena Kinati / Nadja Frercksen

In February 2018, the project agreement with the
implementing partners ended. Before the end of the
project cycle, the management team was working on
developing an updated version of the project proposal
for the next three years’ project agreement request.
After completing the terminal evaluation process in
March, the new project was reviewed by the Bureau
of Finance and Economic Development (BOFED) and
then sent to the other signatories (the Women and
Children’s Affairs and the Federal TVET Agency) for
additional review. The process to get an approval
from the signatories took several months due to the
signatories’ request for amendment in order to meet
the demand of their office requirements. The requirements included the number of beneficiaries, training

method, programme duration and budget lines. After
several months of back and forth, the project was approved in July 2018 for the next 3 years. In the new
project agreement, the number of beneficiaries has
increased from 60 to 210 in comparison to the past
three years. While the former project agreement
solely included the two-years training in Hotel Operation Level 1 and 2, Level 3 and short-term training in
housekeeping have been included in this new agreement. Finally, the duration of the long-term training
has been reduced from two years to one and a half
year. As a small organisation, we struggle with some
of the amendments made to the budget lines, however, we believe these changes are a positive step forward for the organisation.
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ACTIVITIES IN ETHIOPIA

SHORT-TERM TRAININGS

Written by Sena Kinati / Moritz Kolbe

In line with the renewal of the project agreement,
short-term training in housekeeping has been introduced in September 2018. The short-term training has
been included in the new project agreement due to
the need to increase the outreach to different demographic groups of female beneficiaries and meet the
implementing partners’ requirement of beneficiary
increase. With the short-term training, PROJECT-E is
able to support 50 additional women each year who
are repatriates, at risk of migration and those with
disabilities but not limited to. The short-term training
with a duration of four months is implemented twice
a year with 25 students per batch. The classes are
given for half day from 8:30-12:30 and morning tea

is provided for them. Out of the four months, three
are spent at the Hospitality institute and one month
they go for cooperative training to different hotels in
Addis Ababa. With the short-term training, the organisation is able to offer access for more students with
the existing facilities of the Institute for less cost thus
using our resources effectively. However, monitoring
the short-term trainees has been difficult in the first
round. This is due to the limited control PROJECT-E
has when it comes to the trainees and the comparably
short time that they spend at the institute which limits
the extensiveness of the provided life-skills training.
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ACTIVITIES IN ETHIOPIA

RECRUITMENT OF
FOURTH ROUND

Written by Sena Kinati

PEHI began its fourth round of student recruitment in
May 2018 by distributing a call for application to the
ten sub cities it is working with. Despite not having
the new project approved yet, we were hopeful to begin the recruitment process for the new year. Right in
time before the registration started, the new project
proposal was approved. We were fortunate to have
started the recruitment process before, otherwise it

would have affected the starting point and the whole
project cycle structure. A new development coming
with the current project agreement is that all recruitment request letters must go through the Women and
Children’s Bureau first. Then they are distributed to
all sub cities to make them accountable for the beneficiaries received.
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ACTIVITIES IN ETHIOPIA

NEW STAFF IN ADDIS

Written by Aida Batha / Sena Kinati

With the relocation of the PEHI, the project renewal and the addition of the short-term training, there
have been many changes made to the staff formation.
During 2018, we recruited new and additional staff
such as Social Worker, English Trainer, Academic Coordinator, Human Resource Officer, Finance Manager,
Driver, and Hotel Operation Trainers (two permanent
and three part-timer). These are some very exciting

developments that will help PROJECT-E to take the
next level. Through these alterations we have already
recognised positive transformations with the students and the staff environment. Some of the changes
were introduced in order to reduce administrative
costs, for example, the employment of more part-time
trainers.
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ACTIVITIES IN ETHIOPIA

REFLECTION ON
GRADUATES

Written by Sena Kinati

The PEHI held its second round of graduation on the
28th of April 2018. The background of the students
truly reflected on the graduation. This year’s graduates and their families were extremely grateful and
appreciated what PROJECT-E did for them by thanking the staff. This reflects the improved recruitment
process of our students that does justice to the goal
of selecting those in the greatest need of support.

students to a job before they even graduated. We
have learnt from the previous graduates how to select and prepare for graduation and the students’ employment. When it comes to selections, the learning
process is something we will continue to do because
some improvements with the current students are already visible. From the graduates of 2018, seven are
employed in Hyatt Hotel, two in Sapphire Hotel and
one each in Hilton, Marriot Apartment, Mosaic Hotel,
and Beer Garden International Hotel.

One of the most exciting aspects about this year’s
graduation was that PROJECT-E was able to link all
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ACTIVITIES IN ETHIOPIA

NEW BUILDING

Written by Moritz Kolbe

In June 2018, it was time to move the PROJECT-E
Hospitality Institute from its old facilities into the
new compound. Due to the expiration of the rental contract and a subsequent increase of rent, the
Management Board in Europe and managing staff
in Addis had already started to plan the move in
August 2017 and since then had been searching for
new locations. The old facilities were located in the
far east outskirts of Addis Ababa, which posed a
difficulty for staff, students and volunteers when it
came to travelling to meetings or internships in the
city. Therefore, we were delighted when we found a
new compound right in the heart of Addis in Kebena, only a few minutes from Kazanchis where most
international organisations and hotels like Hilton

or Radisson Blue are located as well as in proximity to Arat Kilo in which most ministry buildings
are situated. A centrally located institute puts our
organisation in the eye of potential partners and
we had the honour of welcoming numerous guests
from institutions like the German Foreign Affairs
Bureau, UN, GIZ and many others which in turn resulted in additional funding. Further, the new institute building offers a lot more space for teaching
activities, offices and accommodation of the students within the compound. In combination with
our ambition to expand the educational programme
at the PEHI to take in more women, the new building offered us the perfect chance to increase PROJECT-E’s reach.
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IN EUROPE
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ACTIVITIES IN EUROPE

STRATEGY WEEKEND
HAMBURG

Written by Alina Hemm

On the second weekend of January 2018, PROJECT-E’s Team Europe came together for our traditional bi-annual Strategy Weekend. This time, we
met in the winterly and windy harbour city Hamburg
to evaluate, plan, and discuss PROJECT-E’s previous
work in 2017 and forthcoming plans for 2018 – and
of course to catch up with old and new members of
Team Europe.

update into what has been happening and what their
future plans are.
Our first workshop aimed to establish an overall
strategy encompassing short-, middle- and long-term
goals for PROJECT-E in Ethiopia. This was followed by
two other workshops focusing on fundraising strategies for Europe, and the acquisition of future volunteers. Time flies when you’re surrounded by a group
of people this driven and committed; and soon it was
night and time for an enjoyable dinner over Italian
‘spaghetti al pesto’ – to get to know each other and
become stronger as a team. Even though Sunday was
our last day, there was much to do! We made the most
of our time together in person to meet in our respective departments to plan the coming months, discuss
new strategies, and finalise our milestones and goals.
Before saying our goodbyes, we rounded up the weekend with a windy and cold but stunning boat tour of
Hamburg’s harbour.

2018 started with an inspiring and productive Strategy Weekend for PROJECT-E’s Team Europe. Usually
meeting twice a year to discuss relevant topics and
set milestones for the upcoming months, Team Europe had its first strategy weekend of 2018 in Hamburg from the 12th to the 14th of January.
The Strategy Weekend was kicked off on Friday with
the same procedure as always – a delicious dinner in
an Ethiopian restaurant where we could enjoy Injera
together, catch up, and get in the mood for the forthcoming work-intensive weekend.

Thanks to highly motivated people, productive discussions, and a very well organised agenda (for this
we owe thanks to our Management Board, Nadja
Frercksen and Moritz Kolbe, and our amazing country
representative Sena), all of us left Hamburg inspired;
filled with new goals, well-developed strategies, and
a high level of dedication to the goal of Empowering
Women in Ethiopia. PROJECT- E is ready for 2018!

The content-related part started on Saturday morning, with updates from our Department Heads (from
Finance, Fundraising, and Public Relations), who presented the work of the last six months as well as their
upcoming goals. This was followed by PROJECT-E’s
country representative – Sena Kinati – giving us interesting insights into recent developments at the
Hospitality Institute in Addis Ababa, as well as an
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ACTIVITIES IN EUROPE

STRATEGY WEEKEND
MUNICH

Written by Alina Hemm

In mid-August, the PROJECT-E Team Europe met once
again for the traditional Strategy Weekend to plan the
upcoming year, reflect on past work and, of course,
meet old and new team members. This time, the meetup took place in the Bavarian capital Munich. We
kicked off the Strategy Weekend on Friday evening
with our traditional dinner in an Ethiopian restaurant
to enjoy Injera and Tej.

on the topic “Getting Things Done” – because time
management is everything when working voluntarily
for an organisation like PROJECT-E.
Sunday morning started with the elections and
re-elections of the Departments Heads and the Management Board. We are very excited to welcome
Lorenza as a new member in the (Junior) Management
Board, Hanna as the new head of the PR department
as well as Stephanie as the new head of the Talent
Management Department. After the elections, the
individual departments came together again to implement the first steps of their milestone plans. Time
passed too fast, and suddenly it was time for everyone
to return home. The Strategy Weekend in Munich was
once again an inspiring and productive weekend and
encouraged all members to continue working for our
common vision: Women Empowerment in Ethiopia.

After a great and yummy start, the content-related
part of the weekend started on Saturday morning:
The Department Heads presented the developments of the last six months, and Chairwoman Nadja Frercksen reported on news from Addis and the
Management Board. After the informative updates
of the departments, the individual teams had time
to plan the coming half year and set up a detailed
milestone plan. Afterwards, Stephanie, leading the
Talent Management Department, held a workshop
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ACTIVITIES IN EUROPE

NEW MANAGEMENTBOARD

Written by Lorenza Arnaboldi

PROJECT-E is run by a Management Board, that is
responsible for strategic decisions, financial administration and reporting, connecting Team Europe to the
team in Addis, as well as coordinating and overseeing
all activities and departments, among many other responsibilities. The Management Board has been made
up by two Chairs throughout 2018 – Nadja Frercksen
and Moritz Kolbe – and without their hard work and
dedication, PROJECT-E would cease to exist. We really owe them a big thank you!
As the organisation continues to grow and develop
more ambitious aims, the two Chairs have decided
to recruit a helper to support them in ensuring that
PROJECT-E can reach their full potential and continue fulfilling their mission of providing young women
in Ethiopia the education they need to find meaningful work in the Hospitality Industry.
This new role served as Junior Management Board
(JMB) and has been responsible for supporting Nadja
and Moritz in the day-to-day running of the organi-

sation. Tasks include updating the European Team on
news and developments, participating in organisational and strategic decision making, supporting administrative work, organising our bi-annual Strategy
Weekends, some financial tasks, and supporting the
team with situational tasks and projects.
We are pleased to announce that at our latest strategy weekend, held in Munich at the end of August,
Lorenza Arnaboldi was elected to fulfil this role. She
has been extremely excited for this opportunity, because she fully supports PROJECT-E’s vision of empowering women through education and is honoured
to do anything it takes to help PROJECT-E continue
the important programmes it has been successfully
delivering in Addis. Lorenza travelled to Ethiopia for
two weeks at the end of September to see the Hospitality Institute and meet everyone involved in person.
This has marked a perfect start into her new role as
JMB.
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ACTIVITIES IN EUROPE

LUFTHANSA HELP
ALLIANCE

Written by Nadja Frecksen

We are really happy to announce that we are now
part of the Lufthansa help alliance project pool. The
help alliance is the aid organisation of the Lufthansa
Group and its employees. Primarily focusing on education and entrepreneurship, the non-governmental
and non-profit making organisation has decided to
support PROJECT-E in its actions to empower Ethiopian women through a professional vocational training in hospitality. Currently overseeing more than 30
projects worldwide, help alliance shares PROJECT-E’s
goal of empowering young people through education
to unfold their full potential and live a self-determined life. Precisely, the help alliance sponsors our
social support package which includes for example
the monthly pocket money of the PROJECT-E stu-

dents and the salary of the social workers.
Remarkable is the fact that every project which is
supported by help alliance is mentored voluntarily by
an employee of the company. This desired personal
connection to the projects fits well with PROJECT-E’s
aspiration that all donations reach the project directly and in their full extend. Due to the support of
Lufthansa’s member companies, all administrative
costs of the help alliance are covered – every cent
that is donated benefits directly the project.
We are grateful for this support and are looking forward to further cooperation!
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ACTIVITIES IN EUROPE

TALENT MANAGEMENT
DEVELOPEMENT

Written by Hanna Rössner

There have been quite some changes in PROJECT-E
Team Europe during 2018. As the team consists of
students and young professionals only, we are used to
the fact that there will always be people resigning due
to work or other responsibilities and new members
entering the team taking over their roles. These constant changes make Team Europe dynamic and evolve
steadily. In 2018, we had 24 candidates of which we
accepted 8 and integrated them into different departments. 5 of them joined the Fundraising Department,
one joined the Talent Management Department and

two became part of the Public Relations Department.
On the second strategy weekend, the position of the
Junior Management Board has been reintroduced and
Lorenza Arnaboldi has been elected to fulfil this role.
Further, there have been changes for the department
head positions with Stéphanie Chevalier Naranjo becoming Head of Talent Management and Hanna Rössner taking over the role of Head of Public Relations.
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ACTIVITIES IN EUROPE

CHARITY DINNER
HAMBURG

Written by Nadja Frercksen

PROJECT-E organised its first Charity-Dinner in
Hamburg on 31.5.2018 at Elsa’s Restaurant. Nearly
50 guests, including long-time supporters but also
newly interested people, got an idea about the work
we are doing and the underlying goals. Two members of our Team Europe, Carina Herbers and Nadja
Frercksen, were on-site to present our project, the
Hospitality Institute, some background information
regarding the structural discrimination of women in
Ethiopia, as well as our organisational structure and
support possibilities.

– all freshly prepared and cooked by the restaurant
owner Elsa. For many guests, this was the first time
they encountered the Ethiopian cuisine and its special
way of eating with hands. After the dinner, there was
time for private discussions, follow-up questions and
getting to know each other. At this point we would
like to thank all participants again for their great interest into the work we are doing as well as the tips
and commitments of support.
This successful evening full of information and personal exchange was concluded with a traditional coffee ceremony.

The presentation was followed by a short film screening of our documentary “Empower Ethiopia“ that was
filmed by the Swiss film maker Marwan Abdalla in
spring 2017.

The positive feedback we received throughout the
Charity-Dinner strengthened our motivation again
to pursue our mission of women empowerment in
Ethiopia and to spread the word about it further and
further.

Following this introduction into PROJECT-E’s work,
all guests enjoyed a rich buffet of Ethiopian delicacies
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ACTIVITIES IN EUROPE

CHARITY DINNER
SWITZERLAND

Written by Caroline Feuerstein

On the 22nd of February 2018, PROJECT-E’s Swiss
association held its first event themed “PROJECT-E
presents…”. More than 20 interested people and
friends of the association attended this event, which
took place in the Ethiopian-Eritrean restaurant
Mesob in Zurich. The event started off with a presentation of the history and vision of PROJECT-E and
of our current activities. Our team member Caroline
talked about her memorable time in Addis Ababa and
the development of the students that she was able to
observe. Afterwards, the film maker Marwan Abdalla
showed his short movie “Ethiopia Empowers” about
PROJECT-E and talked about his impressions of the
association in Addis Ababa and the work on the movie.

of “gursha”, the Ethiopian tradition of placing a piece
of Injera in another person’s mouth at the table. Future plans of the Swiss association and PROJECT-E
in Ethiopia were discussed. At the end of the night,
the owner of the restaurant surprised the association
with a donation in the form of two vouchers for his
restaurant. All in all, the evening was a great success
and gave us lots of motivations for future gatherings
and events for PROJECT-E and our designated goal to
empower women.
On 3rd of May, we had a similar event in an Ethiopian restaurant called “injera” in Berne. Here again,
the event was open to the public and lots of different
people joined, who were curious to learn more about
the association, its work and Ethiopia as a country.
Thanks to these events we were able to recruit new
volunteers for the Swiss Team.

Later that evening the group enjoyed Ethiopian dinner together and learned about the table manners
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AIMS AND GOALS

EXPANSION OF REACH

Written by Moritz Kolbe

The PROJECT-E Hospitality Institute was founded
four years ago and since then the teams in Addis and
Europe learned a lot. Working processes have been
established and optimised and new experiences to
build upon have been gained. Today, the project is
operating smoothly. PROJECT-E is renowned for the
outstanding quality of its education programme in the
hospitality sector of Addis Ababa and all graduates
enter employment - most even do so before graduating. In Europe, the team is growing and generating
more funding than ever before. The combination of
these factors led us to realise the potential this organisation and our approach to quality education, and
we subsequently decided that it was time to increase
the reach of our project activities to benefit more
women in Ethiopia.

young mothers and women who are at risk of migration or live with disabilities.
After months of preparation, the first class of 30 students started the training in autumn 2018. Out of 30
students, 17 finished the programme and all of them
are employed today. This pilot offered us a chance to
take away some valuable learnings for further implementation in 2019. The goal for the coming year is to
run two short-term trainings with 25 students each
beside the normal long-term training. This means that
there will be a total of 90 women studying at the PEHI
per year.
Additionally, we aim to expand our networking activities and become an active and known player within
Ethiopian government institutions and the international community represented in Addis to push for
positive change in the vocational training sector. The
progress so far makes us hopeful of achieving these
goals with them increasing the impact PROJECT-E has
on the opportunities for young women in Ethiopia.

The first step was the move to larger facilities, which
was completed in June 2018. The second step is the
implementation of the pilot-run of the new shortterm training programme, targeting repatriates,
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AIMS AND GOALS

CROWDFUNDING
CAMPAIGN

Written by Josefin Weindorf

This last fall, the consulting firm New Generation
Consulting (NGC) supported us in developing a new
crowdfunding campaign for PROJECT-E.

crowdfunding platforms have been researched that
are particularly suitable for us and fit our goals. In
order to create the best possible campaign, the team
also looked for similar organisations that have already conducted successful crowdfunding campaigns.

NGC is a consulting agency, in which students pursuing a CEMS master’s in international business,
consult non-profit organisations and help them overcome business-related problems. In spring of 2018,
NGC has already supported us with their recommendations regarding the crowdfunding approach to gain
exposure and fundraise more efficiently through social media channels.

We hope that this campaign will help us to carry out
a successful fundraising campaign through which we
can both attract new donors and increase our presence.
In December, NGC presented us with the results of
the campaign, so that we can implement the newly
gained insights and ideas in the new year.

The aim of the second collaboration was to create a
custom crowdfunding campaign for PROJECT-E. For
this purpose, NGC first determined the target groups
that we want the crowdfunding campaign to reach
in order to make it successful. In addition, various

We are thankful for the support and excited to start
the Crowdfunding campaign in the next year!
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OVERVIEW

Germany (PROJECT-E Germany e.V.)
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Austria (PROJECT-E - für Ausbildung in Entwicklungsländern)
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CONTACT
DETAILS
PROJECT-E Germany e.V.
Guido- Schmitt- Weg 3
69126 Heidelberg
GLS Bank
IBAN: DE19 4306 0967 6029 5779 00
BIC: GENODEM1GLS
PROJECT-E Austria
Neustiftgasse 14/19
1070 Wien
Erste Bank der österreichischen Sparkassen
IBAN: AT39 2011 1288 6090 9400
Swift: GIBAATWW
PROJECT-E Education in Ethiopia
Im Wiesengrund 12
8700 Küsnacht
AEK BANK 1826 Genossenschaft
IBAN: CH97 0870 4048 0904 0014 5
Photos by Abel Takelesera

PROJECT-E Hospitality Institute
Queen Elizabeth II St
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

PROJECT-E, 2019
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